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The circularly polarized light source is one of the keys to chiral photonic circuits and systems. However, it is

difficult to integrate conventional light-emitting devices with circular polarization converters directly into

compact chip-scale photonic systems partly because of their bulky structures. In this study, in situ

optical chirality tunable nanorod trimer metasurfaces consisting of two types of nanorod dimers are

demonstrated and integrated with a flexible polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate. The optical chirality

variations originating from the tunable asymmetricity of nanorod trimers under different stretching

scenarios are evaluated. Through the processes, the gap distances between nanorods are varied, and the

degree of circular polarization of the transmitted wave is controlled through the manipulation of

localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) coupling. The results reveal the circular dichroism tunability

and durability of fabricated chiral metasurfaces which can be important elements for chip-scale flexible

optoelectronic integrated circuits for sensing, display and communication applications.
Introduction

Circularly polarized (CP) light and the chiroptical effect have
received considerable attention in advanced optoelectronic
technologies and relevant applications, including optical spin-
tronics,1,2 quantum optical communication/information pro-
cessing,3–5 and backlighting of high-efficiency liquid crystal
display.6,7 Moreover, reliable methods to manipulate CP light
states and circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy have also
played important roles in various applications involving opti-
cally active molecules,8–11 chiral synthesis12–14 in biology and
chemistry, and ultrafast magnetization control.15,16 However,
conventional CP light generating and controlling methods rely
on the bulky circular polarization converter and are difficult to
integrate directly into compact chip-scale photonic systems. In
order to control the CP light more efficiently, compact CP light
tunable devices are critical for improving chiral photonic
systems.

Metasurfaces are planar photonic nanostructures with sub-
wavelength thicknesses. They can support specically designed
optical wave fronts for certain unique functionalities which had
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been regarded as merely realizable by bulk optical components
in the past.17,18 For example, functions of conventional lenses
and prisms rely on eld interference or phase accumulation
during wave propagation in media. In contrast, those of the
metasurface are realized by hybridizing the modal elds and
engineering the phases of each nanoscale element on it. The
local phase can be designed by manipulating the shape,19 size,20

or geometrical orientation of each element. Many metasurface
devices have been developed for various purposes, including
analogies to refraction and diffraction in Snell's law,21–24 optical
lenses,25–29 optical polarization control,30–39 optical vortices40–43

and optical sensors.44–49 In this study, we realized a tunable,
reversible chiroptical metasurface integrated with a exible
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate. In recent studies, the
optical characteristics of exible metasurfaces have been tuned
through the stretching or bending of devices.50–56 Here, with the
high exibility of PDMS, the localized surface plasmon reso-
nance (LSPR) coupling in the designed metasurfaces was care-
fully controlled through device stretching. Furthermore, the
degree of CP of transmitted light was efficiently manipulated
with a wide tuning range of CD.
Results and discussion

Fig. 1a shows the schematics of a gold (Au) nanorod trimer
metasurface and the PDMS substrate. The array of Au nanorod
trimers were embedded in the exible substrate, which could be
stretched to tune the gap and period of the metasurface.
Through the bonding method, we successfully transferred the
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 (a) Illustrations of the optical chirality tunable Au nanorod trimer metasurface on the flexible and stretchable PDMS substrate. (b)The SEM
image of the Au nanorod trimer metasurface. The dimensions of the nanorods are L ¼ 210 nm,W ¼ 100 nm, and H ¼ 50 nm. The scale bars are
500 nm.
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metasurface from the indium phosphide (InP) sacricial
substrate (as shown in Fig. 1b) to the exible PDMS substrate
(the fabrication details are described in Section S1 of the ESI†).
The metasurfaces are composed of three identical nanorods of
which the length (L), width (W), and height (H) are 210, 100, and
50 nm, respectively. In the presence of stretching, the asym-
metric coupling strength and phase differences between the
localized surface plasmon waves around the metallic nanorods
played critical roles in inducing optical chirality.

To investigate the origin of CD tunability in our fabricated
metasurfaces, the nanorod trimer was deconstructed into two
sets of nanorod dimers, as shown in Fig. 2a. The two dimers,
denoted as D+ and D�, were mirror images of each other and
had identical dimensions but different orientations. In each
dimer, the small gaps between nanorods resulted in strong
LSPR coupling. Fig. 2b displays the extinction spectrum of D+

dimers alone using the 3-D nite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) method. Several peaks originating from different reso-
nance couplings between the long-axis and short-axis LSPR
modes of nanorods are observable. Owing to the specic
arrangement of nanorod dimers, the coupling between long-
axis LSPR modes at approximately 854 nm was dominant.
Fig. 2c shows the calculated eld proles of the D+ dimer under
the RCP and LCP incidences. The near-eld squared magnitude
of electric eld jEj2 under the RCP incidence is much more
localized in the gap than that under the LCP incidence. These
distinct near-eld proles under incident elds with opposite
handedness lead to the far-eld optical chirality and CD of the
dimer structure.

We further investigated the far-eld optical properties of the
D+ and D� dimers, respectively. The metasurfaces composed of
either D+ or D� nanorod dimers embedded in PDMS were
fabricated through the same procedure as that for trimers. And
the extinction spectra of CP light were characterized using
a microscope-based extinction measurement system. The
details of optical measurement are provided in Section S2 of the
ESI.† Fig. 2d shows the le-handed CP (LCP) and right-handed
CP (RCP) extinction spectra of the D+ dimers. The wavelengths
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
of multiple extinction peaks in the spectra match simulation
predictions. Moreover, the signicant differences between the
LCP and RCP extinction spectra from 800 to 1000 nm were
indicative of strong optical chirality. To quantify the optical
chirality, we further calculated the CD of extinction as follows:

CDEXT ¼ EXTR � EXTL

EXT0
R þ EXT0

L

� 100% ; (1)

where EXTR and EXTL refer to the RCP and LCP extinction
spectra, and the denominator term EXT0

R þ EXT0
L is the sum

magnitude at the extinction peak around 858 nm for normal-
izing the CDEXT magnitude.38,57,58 Fig. 2e exhibits the corre-
sponding CDEXT of the D+ and D� dimer metasurfaces. The
signicant extinction differences between EXTR and EXTL are
manifested as peaks (dips) in the CDEXT spectra of the D+ (D�)
dimers. Notably, the positive (negative) peak (dip) of about 30%
or corresponding to about +0.6 (�0.6) of the extinction
dissymmetry factor gEXT on the CDEXT spectrum of D+ (D�)
dimers reects the strong coupling with RCP (LCP) light. The
metasurface of trimers can be approximated as the combination
of two sets of nanorod dimers, which have high optical chirality
but opposite inclinations to CP light. The trimer structure also
provides us an efficient way to tune the CD. In essence,
manipulating the spatial arrangement of nanorods in trimers so
that the resonance features of either D+ or D� dimers can stand
out is the key to the tunability of CD.

Aer the chiroptical properties of the dimer metasurfaces
were veried, we further investigated those of the trimer
structure. Each trimer unit comprised three gold nanorods of
identical dimensions. One of the three nanorods was centered
in the unit cell with a 45� rotation. The remaining two were
arranged at the top and right of the unit cell, separated from the
center nanorod by two gaps denoted as Gx and Gy, respectively
(see Fig. 1a). The small gaps between the adjacent nanorods are
crucial for strong localized plasmon resonances. As the gap
distance decreased, the restoring force acting on the oscillating
electrons of each nanorod was reduced by the charge distribu-
tion of the adjacent nanorod. In other words, the frequency of
Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 2428–2434 | 2429



Fig. 2 (a) Illustrations of the right-handed dimer (D+) and the left-handed dimer (D�). (b) Calculated spectrum of the right-handed (D+) dimer
nanostructure, and (c) the field profiles of the chiral coupled mode at 854 nm. (d) The RCP (red) and LCP (blue) resolved extinction spectra of the
fabricated right-handed dimer (D+) metasurface. (e) The extinction CD spectra of the right-handed dimer (D+) and the left-handed dimer (D�)
metasurfaces.
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dipole oscillation along the long axis of nanorods depended on
the gap distance, and decreasing this distance redshied the
resonance quasi-exponentially. This result is consistent with
previous reports.35,59–61 To investigate the optical chirality of the
trimer structures due to this effect, nanorod trimers with
different Gx and Gy were fabricated.

The symmetric structural setting was Gx ¼ Gy ¼ 40 nm. As in
the case of dimer metasurfaces, the coupling resonances
between nanorods lead to multiple extinction peaks in both
FDTD calculated and measured extinction spectra as displayed
in Fig. S3a and S3b.† The geometric symmetry indicates the
achiral response of the coupled LSPRmodes which is conrmed
by the almost overlapping extinction spectra resolved with
opposite CP light shown in Fig. S3b.† The optical chirality
emerged as the couplings between the center and side nanorods
were asymmetric—that is, Gx < Gy or Gx > Gy. As one of the sided
nanorods moved away from the center nanorod, the LSPR
coupling began to resemble that of the D+ or D� chiral nanorod
dimers, indicating that control of Gx and Gy can be efficiently
utilized to manipulate the LSPR modes for the inclination to
LCP or RCP lights.

Fig. 3c and d display the CP resolved extinction spectra of
trimer metasurfaces with Gx < Gy and Gx > Gy, respectively. As in
the case of dimer metasurfaces, multiple extinction peaks are
observable. These phenomena are partially due to the
2430 | Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 2428–2434
resonance coupling between the LSPR modes of the two nano-
rods which were brought closer.61 However, the remaining
nanorod in the trimer structure might still inuence the
weightings of the two LSPR couplings and hence led to the
deviation between the asymmetric trimer metasurfaces and
corresponding dimer structures. Regarding the optical chirality,
the resonance corresponding to the coupling between the long-
axis modes at around 850 nm contributed critically to the CD of
transmitted light. Comparing the measured and simulation
extinction spectra (shown in Fig. S4a and S4b†) with Gx < Gy and
Gx > Gy, we found that the extinction peaks around 850 nm
exhibited opposite responses to the LCP and RCP lights,
whereas extinctions in other resonant peaks were almost iden-
tical for both CP lights. This indicates that the 850 nm resonant
mode of the trimer structure with Gx < Gy (Gx > Gy) tended to
interact with the RCP (LCP) light and resulted in the stronger
EXTR (EXTL).

We also converted the CP resolved extinction spectra of the
fabricated nanorod trimer metasurfaces into the corresponding
CDEXT spectrum using eqn (1) for further investigation. Fig. 3e
and f show a series of CDEXT spectra corresponding to trimers
with varying gap distances for both cases of Gx < Gy and Gx > Gy.
In the scenario with Gx < Gy (Gx > Gy), the gap Gx (Gy) was xed at
approximately 40 nm while the other ranged between 45 and 60
nm. As mentioned earlier, the asymmetric coupling featuring
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 SEM images of the (a) Gx < Gy (Gx ¼ 40 nm; Gy ¼ 60 nm) and (b) Gx > Gy (Gx ¼ 60 nm; Gy ¼ 40 nm) asymmetric nanorod trimers before
bonding to the PDMS substrate. The scale bars are 500 nm. Extinction spectra of the trimer metasurface at (c) Gx < Gy as shown in (a), and (d) the
counterparts of the trimer metasurface at Gx > Gy as shown in (b). The CD spectra of the trimer metasurface with (e) increasing Gy and (f)
increasing Gx. Field profiles of the trimer at (g) Gx ¼ Gy ¼ 40 nm and (h) Gx < Gy under the CP incidence conditions.
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distinct Gx and Gy corresponded to different inclinations of LCP
and RCP light. This explains the observations of positive peaks
on the CDEXT around 850 nm at Gx < Gy but negative ones at Gx >
Gy. Moreover, the magnitude jCDEXTj increased with increasing
gap distance in the trimers regardless of the cases Gx <Gy orGx >
Gy, indicating a strong optical chirality. For the trimer meta-
surface presented in this study, the magnitude jCDEXTj ranged
from 0 (Gx ¼ Gy) to roughly �40% or 0 to �0.8 of gEXT.

To further understand the optical chirality of nanorod
trimers, we calculated the proles of the corresponding electric
eld through three-dimensional FEM. Fig. 3g displays the
distribution of eldmagnitude around a nanorod trimer at Gx¼
Gy under the CP incident eld. The eld proles in the two CP
cases actually look like mirror images of each other. For the RCP
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
(LCP) incident light, an intense local eld prole is present
around the right (top) gap region. Yet, the two gap regions
provide the same amount of absorption and similar polariza-
tion conversion for the two CP lights. Consequently, the far-eld
optical chirality which is mainly characterised by the difference
of chiral responses in the two gap regions is absent at Gx ¼ Gy,
indicating that these nanorod trimers are achiral. In contrast, at
Gx < Gy, the symmetric coupling in the gap regions is broken.
The increased gap distance Gy weakens the LSPR coupling in
the top gap region. This brings about the unbalanced CP
responses around the two gap regions and therefore nonvan-
ishing far-eld optical chirality. Moreover, the eld distribution
of the trimer (Fig. 3h) resembles that around the D+ dimer
(Fig. 2c) under the RCP incidence. Their real-time nearelds
Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 2428–2434 | 2431
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reveal that the strong connement of plasmonic modes results
in the absorption of the incoming wave and polarization
selection (see ESI Movie S1† and the description in Section S4 of
the ESI†). Therefore, the trimer in this case exhibits an RCP-
preferred chiral response similar to that of the D+ dimer and
therefore a positive CDEXT. The optical chirality of the trimer
structure depends on the variation in the gap distance rather
than the changes in dimensionality or arrangement of nano-
rods. This picture suggests that if the gap distance can be effi-
ciently manipulated, a device in which in situ tuning and
reversal of CD may be realized.

PDMS has been widely applied as a exible and stretchable
platform for the in situ control of various optical properties of
nanodevices.50–56 As nanostructures are integrated with a PDMS
substrate, the arrangements and distances between each
component can be readily tuned on the ten-nanometer scale by
stretching or bending the device.51,53 This is especially conve-
nient for tuning optical properties of plasmonic metasurfaces
because the LSPR coupling is related to distance variations
between nanostructures. The effect also plays an essential role
in the in situ tuning of our chiral metasurfaces integrated with
a PDMS substrate. As mentioned earlier, by changing the gap
distances Gx and Gy in nanorod trimers, different behaviors of
CDEXT can be realized. Utilizing the high exibility of PDMS, we
Fig. 4 (a) Flexible chiral metasurface device mounted on a homemade s
various stretch levels along the x-axis and the y-axis. (c) The CD magnit

2432 | Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 2428–2434
could ne tune the LSPR coupling in nanorod trimers through
device stretching and manipulate the circular polarization
degree of the incident light extinction with a broad tuning
range.

For tuning the optical chirality through mechanical
stretching, the chip was mounted on a homemade extension
stage as shown in Fig. 4a. Before characterizing the optical
properties under stretching, device stretchability should be
quantied. We focused on nanorod trimers with identical gap
distances Gx¼ Gy¼ 40 nm. The effect of stretching themounted
chip was examined, and the relationship between the stretch
level of the PDMS substrate and gap distances between nano-
rods was calibrated. On account of Poisson's ratio of the PDMS
substrate, stretching the chip along the x-axis not only
increased Gx but also slightly reduced Gy. When the chip was
stretched along the y-axis, similar variations in gap distances Gy

and Gx were observed. It indicates that the nanorod trimers
became more asymmetric under stretching and exhibited vari-
able levels of optical chirality, in accord with the results of
previous analysis.

We investigated the optical chirality of the fabricated nano-
rod trimer metasurface under different stretch scenarios.
Fig. 4b shows the CDEXT spectra of the trimer metasurface in
a series of stretch tests. The gray line denotes the baseline
tage. (b) The extinction CD spectra of the chiral trimer metasurface at
ude tuning of the trimer metasurface through mechanical stretching.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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conditions of no stretching. Because of the symmetric structure
at Gx ¼ Gy, CDEXT almost vanished at various wavelengths,
indicating that the baseline structure is achiral. Aer stretching
along the y-axis, positive spectral peaks on CDEXT were detected
from 750 to 800 nm. Moreover, the magnitude jCDEXTj
increased with the amount of stretch applied. In contrast, as the
metasurface is stretched along the x-axis, negative counterparts
on jCDEXTj which were proportional to the amount of stretch
were also observable. This is attributable to the fact that the
stretching along the y (x) axis increased Gy (Gx). At the same
time, Gx (Gy) was slightly reduced. Both factors enhanced device
asymmetry and raised jCDEXTj. The jCDEXTj variation with
stretch is not quite linear which is due to the non-uniform
PDMS strain on the nanometer scale. In the series spectra of
CDEXT, we observed a redshi in the peaks/dips under stretch-
ing; this is attributable to the increase in the period of nanorod
trimers as the stretch level increased. Fig. 4c shows the varia-
tions of peaks/dips in the spectra of CDEXT versus the amount of
stretch applied. When the device was stretched along the y-axis,
the CDEXT showed a positive value, which indicates the right-
handed circular polarization operation. In contrast, when the
device was stretched along the x-axis, the CDEXT showed
a negative value, which indicates the le-handed circular
polarization operation. The results show that the original
achiral metasurface could be actively tuned to induce positive
CDEXT with amaximum of approximately +30% as a stretch level
of 20% was applied along the y-axis. If the metasurface was
stretched along the x-axis, the CDEXT became negative and
peaked around �25%. Overall, in one trimer metasurface,
a large CDEXT with an active tuning range over 55% was ach-
ieved by changing the stretch level and the direction of
stretching. For the exible devices, durability is also an
important property which should be considered when assessing
the potential of exible devices for practical applications. We
further examined the durability and reliability of our devices by
repeating many stretch and release cycles (for details, see
Section S5 of the ESI†). It shows that the CD variation of our
devices remained less than �5% during the durability test
which represents the high durability and reliability of our chiral
metasurface as well as its excellent tunability of CD.

Conclusions

In summary, we have demonstrated optical chirality tunable
nanorod trimer metasurfaces on exible PDMS substrates
through mechanical stretching. The plasmonic nanorod trimer
comprised two types of chiral nanorod dimers associated with
le-handed and right-handed CP lights. Combining the results
of near-eld simulation and far-eld optical characterization of
the nanorod trimers, it suggested that manipulating the gap
distances between nanorods is the key to strong optical
chirality. By integrating the trimer metasurface into exible
PDMS substrates, efficient control over the gap distance and
further manipulation of the degree of circular polarization in
the LSPR modes on the metasurfaces were realized. With the
change in gap distances, CDEXT was tuned from around �25%
to +30%, corresponding to a tuning range larger than 55%.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Because of its compact footprint, geometrical exibility, and
circular polarization tunability, this metasurface can be further
integrated into chip-scale optoelectronic circuits or bio-related
sensing systems.
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